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Introductions

Contribution to practice-based, artistic research methodologies, 

named here as autoarchaeologies, 

reflects upon my ‘artist-organiser’ 

Research scope and focus is on practice in durational period of 2009-2014 

[Note: applied April 2002, started practice of being doctoral candidate, beginning of 2003]

in Finland and Latvia. 
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At the beginning of my research investigation (2004-2003), I set forth a description of the artist-

organisational processes in which I was engaged in & exploring, those..

* which are dialogical, durational, event-specific, site-specific, community-specific.

* where the organisation, conversation and presentation/performance happens over time. 

* which involve a mix of initiators, participants and audience(s).  

* which involve a mix of working, collaborative, and personal relations, being together.

* which involve stories - and the 'passing on' – telling of them 

* which combine mediated, remote and direct interactions between people.

I wished to describe them as having out-comes and goings, rather than results.

I have also consistently expressed since my interest: what is left behind from being t/here,

The fragments, the left-overs and residue of agency.. 

An archaeological interpretation..
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This thesis aims to address the following reflective research problem..

How to represent activity & inter-related experience—that has happened as open-

ended creative processes in multiple contexts and locations over time—as part of 

artistic research (in my case as an artist-organiser)?

It aims to assist understanding in durational aspects of context-specific socially-engaged artistic-

research projects, in other words, the relationship between projects, in various places, across 

time, on indeed recurring actions. Related  sub-questions:

* What have been the foundations of different processes? 

* What are the trajectories or stories of open-ended organisational processes? 

* How have they developed, and what has been running parallel in synchronocity?

* What has allowed them to develop, re-iterate, or to be sustained?

* How has the activity expanded beyond the periods of 'artistic' fieldwork? 

These questions can be summarized as seeking to understand the contextual chronology and 

genealogy of processes, using my own practice and experiences as example.
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Thesis title words & related areas / questions in the introductory section:

* Autoarchaeologies  Proposes a cross-over into the experimental research domain 

'archaeologies of the contemporary past', what might it mean to do 'autoarchaeologies' of one's 

own practice in a socially-engaged, mobile and networked cultural practice?

 

* Artist-organiser  What does it mean & involve to be an artist-organiser [i.e. an artist who 

organises, an organiser with artists].. A participation -orientated/based facillitator and/or a 

curator, activist involved in inter and trans-disciplinary research subjects in Pixelache Helsinki & 

Renewable Network?

* / (Doing fieldwork) in Finland & Latvia

What might it mean for a socially-engaged artist-organiser to claim to be doing fieldwork.. 

[in Finland & Latvia as a privileged migrant-researcher, especially in relation to auto-ethnography 

-orientated social sciences]? What is transferable beyond the particular?
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Which fields of knowledge / practice does the thesis engage with? 

* Relations between socially-engaged arts + social sciences. 

Autoethnography → autoarchaeology

As conceptual tool for practice-led researchers & research-led practitioners

* Relationships between mobility, networks, contextual, locative & social media.

in creative and cultural or organisational practices.

But also through the particular case articles themselves..

* Workshop design & facilitation in the context of cultural festivals in NE Europe.

* Commons-based peer production, P2P and the rise of the commons in cultural organising.

* Artist-activist-led intangible cultural heritage in trans-disciplinary domains, e.g. ethnobotany.

* Hints of future Art+(social) science+activism potentials in Participatory Action Research.
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What is the main contribution to the field(s)? 

* Conceptual tools, methods and narratives of the artist-organiser (as researcher) to reflect 

on and writing about their own creative-organisational processes and context

* Offers the perspective of the practitioner in social(-ly engaged arts) practice, 

especially one who is not from the site of engagement, i.e. guest-hosting

* Offers example of autoarchaeological approaches into the context of 

pervasive personal data recording in everyday life and practice.

* Case examples as articles reflecting on how an artist-organiser, the author as a 

reflective example of creative practitioners, artists, designers and activists have been 

involved in  socially-engaged media arts practice in Finland & Latvia from 2014-2009;  

as well as the development of Commons-based peer production, the rise of the Commons, 

and significant cooperator in developing artist-activist-led intangible cultural heritage.

* Introduces & presents combination of reflective personal and contextual data 

during a period of the author's involvement pioneering contextual, participatory social 

media practices, as well as contributing to the development of post-media / trans-

disciplinary cultural practices in NE Europe (Renewable Network led by RIXC & Pixelache).
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What is new or unique about this contribution?

* Combining reflexive personal and contextual data during a period of the author's involvement 

pioneering contextual, participatory social media practices.

* Argument and example of taking autoethnographic/archaeological approaches to writing 

about practice.

* Offer new creative/self-reflective tools and approaches for digital ethnography and

participatory action research practice (?)
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What does it hope to change?

* Give (research) authority and writing (durational interpretation) tools to artist-practitioners-

researchers who work with people in the field.

* Build (research) bridges between the socially-engaged practice of artists, designers and 

activists and social science researchers/units.

* Give argument for self-control over pervasive personal data-recording systems and the data 

produced by them. 

* Make case of the importance to tackle this data independent of the tools and devices which 

created it, to gain new non-technological perspectives and meanings.
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Why? (write about own practice with contextual reflection)

* To understand better one's own practice, operating environment, sources and influences

* Most of socially-engaged arts projects have been written about by art historians, art critics or 

curators, rather than the initiators, producers and participants within the process.

* Reclaiming authority to speak, write and discuss about social (art) practice involving other 

People. 
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Insights from 'archaeologies of the contemporary past' thinking, 
based on earlier research (Msc thesis & LISTEN & AWARE project & Locative Media 
Workshop, Contemporary Historical Archaeological Theory community, 2005-2001)

http://bit.ly/agryfp-msc-cagta 
 
https://www.academia.edu/20111636/Stratigraphical_Sound_in_a_4D_Space

https://mediaconcepts.academia.edu/AndrewGryfPaterson 

Interpreting and understanding durational, multi-sited artistic research

Related to broader practice of self-tracking

Methodological-article

Article #1: 
Stratigraphical Recall: An auto-archaeological interpretation for artistic fieldwork
Process: Stratigraphical Narratives (2010-2002)
Ref (Peer-reviewed): Paterson, A. G. (2011a). 'Stratigraphical Recall: An auto-archaeological 
interpretation for artistic fieldwork', In Lily Diaz (ed.), Special issue of Journal of Visual Arts 
Practices, Vol. 10 # 1, Intellect, 2011.

Download package: https://www.dropbox.com/s/a52inflcov1pcga/stratigraphical-recall.zip?dl=0 

http://bit.ly/agryfp-msc-cagta
https://www.academia.edu/20111636/Stratigraphical_Sound_in_a_4D_Space
https://mediaconcepts.academia.edu/AndrewGryfPaterson
https://www.dropbox.com/s/a52inflcov1pcga/stratigraphical-recall.zip?dl=0
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Contexts and locations of creative processes during phase 2014-2009

Although during phase 2014-2009, creative processes took place in the context of cultural 
associational work in Finland and Latvia with organisations already known since 2003 (Medialab, 
RIXC, Pixelache, SERDE) and emerging media art & artistic-research education in Liepaja LV from 
2005 onwards (MPLab); Clip Kino emerged out the context of Helsinki City Library developments 
in public participatory events; While the context of bioarts and trans-disciplinary research-led 
practice marked the additional familiarity of Finnish Bioart Society. 

* Medialab, University of Arts and Design / Aalto ARTS Media dept., Helsinki, FI.
* RIXC Centre for New Media Culture, Riga, LV. 
* Pixelache Helsinki Festival, Helsinki, FI.
* Helsinki City Library 'Kirjasto10', Helsinki, FI.
* SERDE Interdisciplinary Arts Group, Aizpute, LV.
* Finnish Bioart Society, Helsinki-Kilpisjärvi, FI.
* MPLab / Art Research Lab, Liepaja University, Liepaja, LV.

In particular the time period 2014-2009 was chosen as as an interpretative 'phase' as it 
encompasses the author's significant involvement within RIXC's Nordic-Baltic focused: 

Renewable Network: http://renewable.rixc.lv

This is also the period of time which mostly has not been charted comprehensively with the 
'stratigraphical narratives' method, that has been applied to rest of the author's professional 
practice 2009-1997, and written about in the methodological article (2011).

http://renewable.rixc.lv/
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Phase 2012-2009: 'Herbologies/Foraging Networks' case-article

Article #2:  
Mountain crowberries: Foraging and measuring knowledge or experience
Process: Mountain Crowberries (2011), Kilpisjärvi, Lapland FI
Ref (edited): Paterson, A. G. (2013). 'Mountain crowberries: Foraging and measuring knowledge 
or experience', In Laura Beloff, Erich Berger & Terike Haapoja (eds.), Field_Notes: Field and 
Laboratory as Sites for Art&Science Practices, Helsinki: Finnish Bioart Society.
Project url: http://bioartsociety.fi/field_notes/?page_id=89

http://bioartsociety.fi/field_notes/?page_id=89
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Phase 2011-2005: 'Sustainability Issues' case-article

Article #3:
A Pull-down Screen, Fold up Chairs, a Laptop and a Projector: 
The Development of Clip Kino Screenings, Workshops and Roles in Finland
Process: Clip Kino (2011-2008), Helsinki, FI
Ref (edited): Paterson, A. G. (2011b). 'From a pull-down screen, fold-up chairs, a laptop and a 
projector: The development of Clip Kino screenings, workshops and roles in Finland', In Geert 
Lovink & Rachel Somers Miles (eds.), Video Vortex Reader II: moving images beyond YouTube, 
Amsterdam: Institute of Network Cultures, 2011. 
http://networkcultures.org/blog/publication/video-vortex-2/ 
http://apaterso.info/projects/clipkino/documents/videovidex2_reader_2011.pdf  
Project url: http://apaterso.info/projects/clipkino   

http://networkcultures.org/blog/publication/video-vortex-2/
http://apaterso.info/projects/clipkino/documents/videovidex2_reader_2011.pdf
http://apaterso.info/projects/clipkino
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Phase 2011-2005: 'Sustainability Issues' case-article  

Article #4: 
A buzz between rural cooperation and the online swarm 
(a.k.a. Connections between rural and online cooperation in Finland)
Process: Alternative Economy Cultures (2009), Pixelache Festival, Helsinki, FI
Ref (edited): Paterson, A. G. (2010). 'A buzz between rural cooperation and the online swarm'. 
Affinities: Journal of Radical Theory, Culture and Action, Vol. 4 Issue #1, 09.2010. 
http://affinitiesjournal.org/index.php/affinities/article/view/51 

Ref (peer-reviewed): Paterson, A. G. (2011c). 'Connections between rural and online cooperation 
in Finland', In Enerģija (Energy), Rasa Smite, Armin Medosch, Kerstin Mey, Raitis Smits (eds.), 
Acoustic Space #8, Peer-reviewed Journal for Transdisciplinary Research on Art, Science, 
Technology and Society, Riga-Liepaja: RIXC-MPLab. // Paterson, A. G. (2011d). Connections 
between rural and online cooperation in Finland, In Doina Petrescu, Constantin Petcou & Nishat 
Awan (eds.), Trans-Local-Act:  Cultural Practices within and across, Paris: aaa/rhyzom.

Project url: http://www.pixelache.ac/2009/festival/programme/alternative-economy-cultures/

http://affinitiesjournal.org/index.php/affinities/article/view/51
http://www.pixelache.ac/2009/festival/programme/alternative-economy-cultures/
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Phase 2017-2015: 'Cultural Heritage as Resource' case-article

Article #5:  
Reflections on Soil Present(s), Past(s), Future(s)
Process: Changing Weathers project & iWeek International Media Arts Festival (2015), Liepāja 
University, Liepāja (LV).  
Ref (edited): Paterson, A. G. (2016). 'Reflections on Soil Present(s), Past(s), Future(s)', In Rasa 
Smite, Armin Medosch, Kerstin Mey, Raitis Smits (eds.), Acoustic Space #14: Open Fields, 
Peer-reviewed Journal for Transdisciplinary Research on Art, Science, Technology and Society, 
Riga-Liepaja: RIXC-MPLab.
Project url: http://www.changingweathers.net 

http://www.changingweathers.net/
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Outgoing results of the research

Reflective articles from phases of creative processes

Over the phase 2014-2009, articles were written and published at different stages within and 
during creative processes; or afterwards phase when the process had surely ended. Inbetween 
the articles. 

Outgoing article related to contemporary Phase 2015-: 'Cultural Heritage as Resource'

As an outgoing contribution to the thesis, and as an example of current thinking and future 
directions related to 'Cultural Heritage as Resource', it is recently confirmed that the last article 
in the series (#5/5) is the author's contribution to a current trans-national art+science/hybrid 
culture project 'Changing Weathers' led by Projekt Atol in Ljubljana, Slovenia. NB: RIXC in Riga 
and Finnish Bioart Society in Finland are partners in this network project.
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Outgoing results of the research

Archiving to the Commons

In the archive for each creative process, also an archive of media, text and other files, which is 
being gradually uploaded since 2016 with commons-oriented licenses to an account on Internet 
Archive: http://archive.org/details/@agryfp

New Stratigraph for phase 2014-2009

As an accompanying new artefact and representation related to the thesis, 
a new stratigraph will be developed in appropriate graphical programming language in 2017,
drawing upon the resources within archive.org

Negotiations for a solo artistic-research archive exhibition

I have ambition to work with partner organisations to present an archival exhibition of 15 years 
activity in Finland and Latvia, to take place in Riga and Helsinki in 2018.

http://archive.org/details/@agryfp
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Draft schedule of doctoral manuscript completion 12.2016-12.2017.

Manuscript submission
September 2016: Last case-article #5 published
October-November 2017: Introduction & conclusion completed.
January 2018: Proof-read, corrections & adjustments from supervisors returned.
February 2018: Submit to pre-examiners.
January-April 2018: Layout of thesis publication
May 2018: Estimated Doctoral defence.
May 2018: Publish on archive.org manuscript and supporting appendixes

Supporting materials
June-September 2017: Online archive of relevant case-article media to archive.org 
September 2017: Phase 2014-2009 stratigraph completed.

Negotiations for a solo artistic-research archive exhibition in Riga and/or Helsinki 2018.
August-September 2017: Negotiate & detail production plan with partner organisations.
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Reference links

These slides: https://archive.org/details/paterson-2017-agryfp-auto-archaeologies-da-thesis 

Bibliographic range of interests
Click on this file [05.11.2013] for the time being until 2017 version updated. 

Supervision committee

Prof. Lily Diaz-Kommonen, Head of Research at Media Dept. Aalto University School of Arts, 
Design & Architecture, research leader of Systems of Representation group in Medialab, 
Helsinki, FI. http://medialab.aalto.fi | http://sysrep.aalto.fi/ | 
http://mediaconcepts.academia.edu/LilyD%C3%ADaz 

Since 2015
Assoc. Prof. Vytautas Michelkevicius, Dept. of Photography & Media Arts
Vilnius Academy of Arts, curator, artistic director of Nida Art Colony, Vilnius/Nida, LT. 
http://www.vda.lt |http://www.nidacolony.lt | https://vilnius.academia.edu/VytautasMichelkevicius 

& from 2012-2003
Prof. Teri Rueb, Department of Media Study, University at Buffalo (State University of New York), 
Buffalo, NY State, USA. http://mediastudy.buffalo.edu/people/teri-rueb/ | http://www.terirueb.net   

Contacts

agryfp @ protonmail.com  |  andrew.paterson @ aalto.fi  |  @agryfp
http://agryfp.info  [http://archive.org/details/@agryfp]

https://archive.org/details/paterson-2017-agryfp-auto-archaeologies-da-thesis
https://archive.org/download/paterson-2017-agryfp-auto-archaeologies-da-thesis/paterson_2013_agryfp_da-thesis-bibliography_051113.pdf
https://people.aalto.fi/index.html?profilepage=isfor#!lily_diaz
http://medialab.aalto.fi/
http://sysrep.aalto.fi/
http://mediaconcepts.academia.edu/LilyD%C3%ADaz
http://www.vda.lt/
http://www.nidacolony.lt/
https://vilnius.academia.edu/VytautasMichelkevicius
http://mediastudy.buffalo.edu/people/teri-rueb/
http://www.terirueb.net/
http://agryfp.info/
http://archive.org/details/@agryfp
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